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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Schrijdinger operator on R” (n 2 2) given by 
H = A + p(X), x = (Xl ),..) X”). 
The following assumptions will be made: 
(i) The pote t 1 n ia p is real and can be decomposed as a sum of 
short- and long-range terms, p(X) = q(x) + u(X), x = (X (; 
(ii) lim,,,q(x)= + co, q(x)E C[O, co), and q(x)E C*[R, co), 
q'(x) 2 0 for some R > 0. We also assume that 
q(x)= 0(x2), X-,0, (1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
lim @<a 
x-m q(x) . 
(1.4) 
Lastly, we assume that there exists K> 0 such that 
K-1 < el’(t)+q(t) <K 
Wx) + 4(x) 
(1.5) 
whenx>Kandx<t<x+x113; 
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(iii) u(Z) E Lp(R”) and u(i) is short-range in relation to q: 
(1.6) 
Let H, = A + q. In [6] we established a “limiting absorption principle” for 
the operator H,,. We denote the Banach space of bounded linear operators 
from a Banach space B, into a Banach space B2 by B(B,, B2). Let 
L;+yRy= {flf(l +X)(l+a)‘*EL*(R”), ID-O}, 
L;‘-“.4(R”)= (fIf(l+x)- (I +a)‘*( 1+ ( q(x)y E L,(R”), a > O}. 
If z is nonreal, the mapping (H-z))’ E B(L,(R”), L,(F)) may be regar- 
ded as a mapping from L i+“(F) into L;lpa.q(R”). In Theorem 2.1 of [6] 
we proved that 
exists in the uniform topology of B(L:+“(R”), L; ’ -“,q(R”)) for each real 1. 
We begin with a study of the behavior of the solutions in L; ’ ~ “*q( R”) of 
the equation 
u+R,(~+)uu=O (1.7) 
as x --f co. In Lemma 2 we prove that any solution of (1.7) is a function 
rapidly decreasing at infinity. This enables us to prove in Lemma 3 that u 
satisfies (1.7) if and only if u is an eigenfunction of the operator H and that 
e(H), the set of the eigenvalues of H, is a discrete set. These results enable 
us to formulate a “limiting absorption principle” for the operator H. In 
Theorem 1 we prove that 
R(1k)= 
*Imz>O,z+l (H-z)-’ 
lim 
exists in the uniform topology of B(Li + “(R”), L; i- or*q(Rn)) provided A is 
not an eigenvalue for H. Let S”-’ be the unit sphere in R”. Let 
L2(R1 xs”-‘) 
O3 J.ER’, WES-’ -m 
and let E(&) be the canonical spectral measure associated with the 
operator H. The subspace L2(R”),, of absolute continuity is the collection 
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of fE L,(E) for which the measure (E(&)f, f) is absolutely continuous 
with respect o Lebesgue measure. It is well known (see [4]) that L2(R”)ac 
is a closed subspace which reduces H. Lemma 5 enables us to define a map 
F from LJR”),, into L,(R’ x S-l): 
We can now formulate the main result of this paper-the spectral represen- 
tation of H. In Lemma 6 we prove that F is an isometric operator. We also 
show that 
f’(Hf) = JH.f, f E -b(R”L n NW 
E(Z)f = F-‘x(I) Ff, S ELAR”) 
for any arbitrary interval I and x(Z) its characteristic function. In 
Theorem 2 we prove that Fmaps L2(R”),, “onto” L2(R1 x S-l). Note that 
F is called the generalized Fourier transform associated with H. 
The limiting absorption principle and spectral representation for 
Schrtidinger operators was first obtained by Agmon [l] for the short- 
range case and by Ikebe and Saito [3] for long-range potentials (with 
short-range radial derivative). It was then proved for certain types of 
oscillating potentials by Mochizuki and Uchiyama [S]. 
II. PROOFS 
Let Q be a domain in R” and W,(Q) the Sobolev space of twice differen- 
tiable functions on 52, with the norm 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that p(x) and P(x) are positive continuous functions 
on [0, 00) and that lim,,, p(x)/P(x) =O. If a sequence 
(~~(2)) E W’P”(R”), k= 1, 2..., satisfies the following conditions: 
sup 
k 
14c12 dx, for any R > 0, (2.1) 
sup 
0 
b,l’pdX, . ..dx.} < cc 
k R” 
then { ukh} is compact in L,(R”). 
(2.2) 
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Proof Let R >O and B(R)= (-1 x x c R}. It follows from Theorem 6.5 of 
[2] that there exists C= C(R) such that 
II u II 2$(R) G CW( iI Au 11 Ll(B(R)) + 11 u \I ,Q(E(R+ 1)) (2.3) 
for every UEL,(B(R)). Conditions (2.1) and (2.2) together with (2.3), 
imply that 
suP { 11 uk ii2,B(R) > < co* 
k 
It now follows from the Gording-Rollich theorem that (uk} is compact in 
L,(B(R)). Using the diagonalization process, we obtain a subsequence 
{ +&} of { &} which is convergent in L,(B(R)) for any R > 0. In the sequel 
we shall identify { Ukk} with {t.&}. For every positive R, 
Since lim, --t o. p/P= 0 and condition (2.2) is satisfied, the last estimate 
implies the existence of R(E) such that 
s xzR(E) bhi2Pdxl “.dxn <f, k = 1, 2,.... 
Since the sequence {uk} is convergent in L2(B(R(c))), there exists a natural 
number k = k(c) such that, if m, I > k(c), then 
s x < R(E) Iu/-u,12pdx, . ..dx. <;. 
The last two inequalities imply that 
I R”IuI-u~12pdx,...dx,<& 
form, l>k(c). Thus {uk& nis a Cauchy sequence in L2( R"). Q.E.D. 
Let I= I(j) be the largest root of the equation I2 + 1= j(j + n - 2) + 
(n - l)(n - 3)/4, j = 0, 1, 2 ).... In [6] we established a “limiting absorption” 
principle for the ordinary differential operator H' on R + = (0, co ) given by 
H/- ’ t/+1)1 
dx2 x2 +q' 
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Let L:+“(R+)= {f]f(l +x) (‘+‘)‘*EL2(R+), a>O}, L;‘-“*q(R+)= 
{flf(l +x1- (’ + ““( 1 + ) q ) )‘I4 E L2( R + ), a > O}. We proved that 
exists in the uniform topology of B( Li +a( R + ), L; l- *J’( R + )) for every real 
1, under weaker assumptions on q than in this paper. In [6] we defined 
solutions y,(x, z) and y,(x, z) of the equation 
y” + 
[ 
(I+ 1)l 
-7+q-z y=o 
X 1 
such that, for any real A, the set U+(,?,p)= {z]Imz>O, /z-I] <pj exists 
and the Green’s kernel for R’(z) is given by 
R’(z)(x, s) = (Y&, z) + P(Z) YI(X, ~1) Y,(s, z), O<s<x,zEU+(~,p), 
= Ylk Z)(Y*(h z) + P(Z) Yl(h Z))> O<x6s,zEU+(~,p). 
(2.4) 
Note (see [6]) that p(z) is continuous on 0+(&p)= {z]Imz>O, 
I z - 11 6 p} and that the solutions y,(x, z) and y,(x, z) are continuous on 
R+ XC. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that 0 < a < 612, where 6 is defined by condition (1.6). 
For any finite interval I and any natural k, there exists C > 0 such that, if 
1 E Z and u(X) is a solution of Eq. (1.7) then 
I4*J1+lql (l+XYdx 
(1 +x)1+5( 1 
‘..dx, <C 
s 
R” Ivu12(1+x)1+adx, “‘dx,. 
ProoJ: Let {Y,jj,j=O, 1,2 ,..., m=l,2 ,..., Nj=((2j+n-2)/j)(jf:;3), 
be a complete orthonormal set of spherical functions on S-l. Expansion 
in terms of spherical functions (see [7]) yields 
$2) u(X) = x(’ ~ n)/* f 2 (VU),/(X) Y*,(i), i-ES”-1. 
j=Om=l 
We want to prove that 
d=d,,=~m(vu),jy,(x,l)dx=O,j=O,l ,..., m=l,2 ,..., N,. 
0 
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Let p > 0 be so small that the Green’s kernel for R’(z) is given by (2.4). Let 
a = aj be so large that condition (A.2) of [6] is satisfied for p = 1. Given 
E>O, let V(E) be the root of the equation 
Since (l.l), lim,,, V(E) = 03. We define 
x,(3 = 4 x < Y](E), 
= 0, x > V(E), u, = u,(X) = - R,(L + i&) )&t) u(X) u(X). 
Since X~UU + uu as E + 0 in Li + *(R”), Theorem 2.1 of [6] implies that 
24, -+ - R,(A + ) Lx4 = 24, E + 0, (2.5) 
in Lg’-*,q(R”). u, satisfies the equation 
(A+q-/l-i&)& = -XEuU. 
Multiplying both sides of this equation by ii, and integrating over R”, we 
get 
s &(A + q - I) u, dx, . . . dx, - ie s (u,j2dxl “.dx, R” R" 
=- s uuii,xe dx, . ..dx.,. R" 
Condition (1.6) and (2.5) imply that 
xE uuii, dx, . . . dx, = 0ju1~dx~ .‘.dx,,. 
Since Ho = A + q is selfadjoint and u is a real function, the last two 
equalities imply that 
lim E Iu,j2dxl 
s 
. * * dx, = lim Im 
0 
X~UUZ-& dxl “‘dx, =O. (2.6) 
E-+0 e-90 R" > 
Let A >a be fixed. Since y,(s, 1+ in) + yl(s, 2) as E + 0 uniformly on 
(0, A), we have 
lim s” (u~),~yi(s, 2 + ic) ds = Jo’ (uu),~~~(s, A) ds. (2.7) 
E-+0 0 
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It follows from Theorem 2.1 of [6] that 
SUP 
ii 
y1(s, 1+ i&)q”4 
p>E~O,S>a exp( i 1; &jZZ df) 
l]<m (Q=q-y). 
The Taylor formula yields the existence of a number K> 0 such that 
for s > a, uniformly on E E (0, p). 
From the last estimates we conclude that, if E + 0 and A + 00 in such a 
way that A < V(E), then 
This estimate, together with (2.7), implies that 
!Fo fi(‘) (uu),~~~(s, A+ k) ds= lilio ji”’ (uu),~~~(.s, A) ds = d (2.8) 
since yz(x, L + k) + p(J+ + k) y,(x, A + i.5) E L2( 1, cc), it follows from 
Theorem A.1 of [6] that there exists /I > 0 such that 
I y2(x, I + k) + p(A + ic) y,(x, A+ k) I 
The Taylor formula yields the existence of y > 0 such that 
E -+ 0, X-+CO. 
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By virtue of the last two inequalities, 
I y2t4 A+ i.5) + p(n + k) yI(x, I + k) I 
B BY4 - II4 exp( -c[:fj&), ~--tO,x+og. (2.9) 
It follows from (2.4) that, if x > V(E), then 
(u,),j = - R’(l+ ic) Xc(UU),j = - (Y~(x, A+ is) + p(A + k) yI(x, I + i&)) 
Hence it follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that, if E + 0 and x > V(E), then 
Thus, if E + 0, 
dx, >E 
s O” I tue)mjl*dx T(E) 
exp( - 2s s: W&) dx _ (BY d)2e- ,,2. 
J;; 8 
Now, using (2.6), we see that d = 0 and this, together with Corollary 2.1 of 
[6], proves the lemma. 
Let e(H) be the set of eigenvalues of H. 
LEMMA 3. (a) u(X) is a solution of (1.7) ifand only ifu(X) is an eigen- 
function of H and 1 E e(H). 
(b) e(H) is a discrete set and every eigenvalue is offinite multiplicity. 
Proof: Suppose that u(X, A) is an eigenfunction of H. Then 
(A + q + v-2) u(X, 1) = 0. (2.10) 
If Imz>O, then (d+q-z)u(X,A)=(Lz)u(X,A)-UU(X,~) and 
u(X, A) + R,(z) vu(X, A) = (A -2) R,(z) u(X, A). Hence it follows from the 
“limiting absorption principle” for Ho that the limit 
4(X)= lim (l-z) R,(z) u(x, A.) = ~(2, A) + R,,(A + ) uu(X, A) (2.11) 
hZ>O,Z-r1 
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exists in the topology of &‘-“,9(R”). Since (A + q-2) R,(il+ ) ou(X, A) = 
uu(X, A), it follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that (A + q - A) d(X) = 0. We want 
to show that 4(X) - 0. Otherwise, since Ho has no eigenvalues, 
II 4 II L2CR”) = co. Hence there exists R > 0 such that 
II 4 II Ll(B(R)) ’ 2 11 u(x, n) IiLz(R”). (2.12) 
Let z = A + ic, E > 0. By (2.11) and (2.12), 11 .sRO(l + i&) u(X, A) I)L2cBcRlJ >
2 11 u(x~ n) 11 &(R”) if E is sufficiently small. Since H, is selfadjoint, 
II %(A + i&l 4% A) II Q(R”) G II 4% 2) IIL2(,v), which contradicts the previous 
estimate. Hence d(X) E 0 and it follows from (2.11) that u(X, A) is a solution 
of (1.7). If ~(2, A) is a solution of (1.7), it follows from Lemma 2 that 
u(X, A) E L,(R”) and, by Theorem 2.1 of [6], u(X, A) is a solution of (2.10). 
Thus (a) is proved. 
Suppose that uk(X), k= 1,2,... is an infinite set of eigenfunctions of H 
such that the set of corresponding eigenvalues is bounded and 
I u/J?) ui(x) dx, “.dx, = 1, j=k, R” 
= 0, j # k. (2.13) 
Suppose that 0 <u < 6. Then it follows from (1.1) and (1.6) that 
sup 
k 
R” Iuu,(2(1 +x)‘+“dx, “‘dx,, 
Now Lemma 2 yields 
sup 
k 
R” It+&f)1* (1 +x)‘+‘dxl “.dx, 
Since u,(R) is a solution of (2.10) 
sup 
k 
for any R > 0. Hence the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied with p(x) = 1, 
P(x) = 1 f x and (r+(x)} is a compact sequence in L,(R”). But this con- 
tradicts (2.13), and so the proof of the lemma is complete. 
THEOREM 1. The limit 
ImrFl+l (H-z)-‘=R(1+) 
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exists in the uniform topology of B(L: + “( R”), L; ’ ~ “a(R”)) for any real 
A&e(H), and if f E Li+“(R”), u(X, A.) = R(A+ )f then (d + q+u-I) 
u(X, 1) = f. 
Proof: We first prove that the operator R,(I + )u E B(L; l-‘*q(R’), 
L; ’ -“J(R”)) is compact when 0 < CI Q 6. Let {f,}, k = 1, 2,... be a bounded 
sequence in L; l -a*q(R”). Then, by condition (1.6), { ufk} is a bounded 
sequence in L:+“(R”). L t e uk = R,(I+ ) ufk. By Theorem (2.1) of [6], 
g:Jck atimnded sequenceoifl L; ’ -&‘**q(R”) and du, = (A- 4) ak + Ufk. 
conditions Lemma 1 are satisfied with P= 
(1+~q~)‘~2(1+x)~1~~,P=(1+~q~)1~2(1+x)~1~~1/2and{u,}isacompact 
sequence in L; I-O’J(R”). If Age(H), it follows from Lemma 3 that -1 is 
not an eigenvalue of R,,(l + )u. Hence, by the Riesz-Schauder theory, 
&,(A + )u + 2 is invertible. Theorem 2.1 of [6] implies that R,(z)0 + Z is 
invertible if (z - il( is sufficiently small and that 
lim (R,(z)u+Z)~‘=(R,(A+)u+Z)-‘. 
Imr>O.z+A. 
Now, using the resolvent equation (R,(z) IJ + I) R(z) = R,(z), we get 
lmr,o,i~~R(z)=lim(Ro(z)~+Z)~’ R,(z)=(R,(~+)u+Z)-’ R,(A+). lim 
Since u(X, A) = R(1+ ) f = (R,,(l+ ) u + I)-‘R,(il+ ) f, it follows that 
~(2, A) = Ro( + ) f - R,(I + ) Vu(X, 2) = R& + )(f - UU(% 1)). (2.14) 
Thus, by Theorem 2.1 of [6], (A + q - 1) u(X, A) = f - uu(X, I). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that A$ e(H), f E Lifa(R”), and u(X, ;i) = R(A + )f, 
u,,,~ = (~(2, A)),j. There is a representation 
~,~=(~,~(l)+O(l))q-‘/~exp -i ( 
uL~ = - i(fmj(A) + 0( 1))q”4 exp - i CA, ,/m ds), 
I 
X--+00, 
(2.15) 
x+03, 
where the functions &(A) and ai are continuous for A q! e(H). 
Proof: We denote g(X, A) = f - uu(X, A) = (I- uR(A f ))f, gmj = 
(g(x, A)),j. It follows from (2.14) that u(x, A) = R,(A+) g(X, A), and hence 
umj = R’(1+ ) g,j. We can choose a number a = ai such that condition 
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(A.2) of [6] is satisfied for p = 1 and a is a continuous function of 1. From 
the representation (2.5) of [6], we obtain 
where 
f$+(x,A)=exp *iS”Jm& 
( 
(Q(x)-A)-1’4. 
a )” 
Putting 
we obtain the representation (2.15). Since y, is continuous on R’ x C, it 
follows from the definition of CA (see [6]) and from Theorem A.1 of [6] 
that l/c;(J) is continuous with respect to 1. Since gmj is continuous with 
respect o 13. in the topology of Li+“(R + ), the function 
is continuous in L for 14 e(H). Thusfmj(J) is continuous. QED. 
LEMMA 5. Let Z= [a, b] be a finite interval, Zne(H) = 0. Zf 
f E Li + “(R”), then 
(E(z)fYf)=~j~( z 2 li,j(A)[2)dl. 
j=Om=l 
Proof: Suppose first that f has compact support. Thus there exists R > 0 
such that f(X) =0 for x> R. It is well known (see [8, p. 12021) that 
(E(Z)f,f)=~lin:o~fb(IR(A:+i&)-R(i-i&)lf.,~)~~. 0 
Now Theorem 1 yields 
(Wf~f)=Ifn;(~bIRo.+)-R(~-)lf,f)di.). a 
505,'61'3-IO 
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Since (R(A + ) f, f) = (R(3, - ) f, f ), we have 
(E(l)f,f)=~Im(~iR(1+)f,f)d~). 
a 
If u = R(l+)f, then Im(R(l+)f, f) = Im(u,(d+q+v-l)u) = 
Im(SxcR u(Aii+qii+uii-ilU)dx, . ..dx.)=Im(S,,.udPdx, . ..dx.). The 
last two equalities yield 
(E(Z)f, f)=~Im(~b(\X~~uAiidx, *+.dx,)dA). (2.16) 
a 
By Theorem 1, (d + q + u - 1)~ = f. Hence, by the Friedrichs theorem, 
UE W”(P) and 
U=X(‘-n’/* f 2 Umj ymj 
j=Om=l 
Az4=X(1-n)‘2 f 2 (ULj - ((Z+ l)z/x2)u,j) Ymj. 
j=Om=l 
Since U,j =R’(I + ) g,j (see the proof of Lemma 4) and 
lim X-to Im(u,ju&j) = 0 (see Corollary A.1 of [6]), it follows that 
Im u AUdxl “.dx, 
= Im ( 1 joR u,,,j( Ukj -9 U-i) dx) 
= 1 Ii’(,,,,jii,, j: - 1: 1 uhj12 dx) 
i.m 
= C Im(umj(R) U;,(R)).. (2.17) 
jm 
If x>R, then u~j+(q-((Z+1)I/x2)-~)u,,+(uu),j=0. If T>R then, 
multiplying both sides of the last equation by iimj and integrating over 
(4 0, we get 
Im u;jzimj dx + 1 (uu),~U,,,~ dx 
I > 
= Im ( u~(T)U,~(T)- ut(R) ii,j(R) + 1’ (UU),jU,j dx) = 0. 
R 
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Letting T go to cc and using Lemma 4, we get 
Im(udj(R) U,j(R)) = - ( fmj(A) 1’ + Im( j: (VU),iU,j k). 
Substituting this into (2.17), we get 
Im uAU dx, . . . dx, 
= 1 I 3mjtn) I '. 
i.m 
Together with (2.16), this proves the lemma in case f has compact sup- 
port. We shall define the Hilbert space L2(R1 x S-‘) by the scalar 
product: 
(f(J> 01, g(k 0)) > 
1 00 =- 1 li.l”-ld~~~~,f(l.,~)g(l,o)dw,rl~R1,o~s”-l. 
lt -cc 
Using the representation 
f(A w) = I A lC1 -nv2 f 2 fmj(A) Ymj(0) 
j=Om=l 
(2.18) 
which is valid for every f E Lp(R’ x s” - ’ ), we get 
With the help of Lemma 4, we can define a map from L:+*(P) into 
L2(R1 x S-l): 
Ff = f(‘cn, o) = In I(’ -n)‘2 f 2 3mj(4 Ymj(o), J $ 4ff). 
J=om=l 
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Hence for f with compact support, 
w)f.f)=;j; IAl(n-1)/2dA s,-, I~(n,W)12dw. ( .19) 
IffEL:+a(R”), we construct a sequence {fk} : 
fk(4 = f(% x <k, k = 1, 2,... 
= 0, x 3 k, k = 1, 2 ,.... (2.20) 
It follows from (2.19) that p(& w)= Ffk is a Cauchy sequence in 
L,(Zx S”- ‘), so that the limit g(l, w) = lim,, mp(,$ w) exists. Theorem 1 
implies that fk - uR(1+ ) fk + f - oR(I + ) f as k + cc in the topology of 
Li+‘(ZP), for J e(H). Thus Pm,(n) -3,,Jn) as k t co, which means that 
?(A, o) = g(il, w). Hence lim k-tmp(&W)=fil,@) in L,(zxs”P’). Sub- 
stitutingfk into (2.19) and letting k go to co, we see that (2.19) holds for 
every f~ Li+‘(R”). Finally, the representation (2.18) yields the lemma. If 
f E L,(R”), we construct a sequence (fk) by (2.20). As in the case 
f E L; ‘“(R”), we conclude that Ffk =Qk(,$ w) is convergent in 
L,(Zx P-l). We denote f(A, o) = lim k- mp(l, 0). It is clear that (2.19) 
holds for f: Since the intervals Z described in the last lemma cover the 
whole of R’ except a discrete set, the function f(& w) is defined almost 
everywhere on R’ x s”- ‘. 
LEMMA 6. For every f E L2(R”),,, 
(4 II f Il&Rnj = (l/n)SY, (1I”-‘d&-, I&,o)l%. 
(b) Zf Z is an interval in R’ and ~(1) its characteristic function, then 
W(Z) f) = x(l) Ff. 
(c) Zf h(A) L2( - 00, 00) is locally bounded and f ED(~(H)), then 
F(h(H)f) = h(A) FJ 
Proof. Since f E L2(Rn)aC and (2.19) holds for every f E L,(R”), 
(~C-~,~lh~=~~~kl~l~-‘~~~~~,l~~~~~12~~~ k = 1, 2,.... 
Letting k go to co, we obtain (a). Let 3(n, o) = Ff, g(l, o) = F(E(Z) f ). 
Since Z$Z)(f-E(Z)f)=O, it follows from (2.19) that 
X 
s 
s”-, I~W4-g(5412d~. 
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Thus {(A, o) = g(il, o) for 1 E Z. Similarly, we obtain 
Thus g(A, w) = 0 for I # Z and (b) is proved. 
It is enough to prove (c) for the case in which h(A) has finite support 
[a, b], [a, b] n e(H) = Qr. We construct a sequence of uniformly bounded 
step functions (hk} such that {hk} -+ h in &[a, b] and h,JA)=O as 
AI$ [a, b], k = 1, 2 ,.... By (b), 
F(Mf0.f) =&c(A) Ff = MA) &A, w). 
It follows from the Lebesgue-Fatou lemma that 
)i”, II VU4 -h(4) f(J, 4 II L2cR~ x sn-l) = 0. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
It follows from (2.19) that, almost everywhere on [a, 61, 
W(~)f,f) lAln-’ 
=- dA 71 s s”-, Ifb44l’d~~. 
Hence, using (2.21) we get 
11 h,(H)./-- h(H)./- 11 Lz(R” ) = jub Ihk(~)-h(~)l*d(E(~)f,f) 
=- iJab Ih,(~)-h(~)12 I~lnpld~ jsnmI IfM412d~ 
= 11 @,A~)-h(l)) !(A, 0) IIt&+) +o 
as k + co. Now (a) implies that 
11 F(h,(H))f- F(h(H))f I/ Lz(RI x.s-1) -+ 0 
as k + co. Thanks to this relation and (2.21), we can let k go to cc in 
(2.20) obtaining F(h(H)f) = h(A)f(A, co). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let 0 <a 6 6, l#e(H). The operator I- vR(A+ ), acting in 
L: +‘(R”), is invertible. 
Proof: We first show that the operator vR,(A + ), acting in Li +“(R”), is 
compact. Let {fk} be a bounded sequence in Li+“(R”). It is clear that 
fk(l +X)‘+a 
II (1 + lql)"" L;'--'$yn) 
= 11 fk IIL;+YR"P (2.22) 
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It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 that the operator &,(A + )C, 
u” = (1 + (q 1 ‘j4( 1 +x)-l -OL, is compact. Thus, by (2.22), the sequence 
i 
(1 +X)l+a 
Ro@+ )Cfk (I+ lq1)1/4 > = {RotA+ )fkl 
is compact in LF l-a~~(Z?‘). Hence condition (1.6) implies that 
{ vR,(iZ + ) fk} is compact in L:+a ( R” ), which proves the compactness of 
uR,(I + ). By Theorem 1, the operator (I+ RO(l+ )v), acting in 
L; ’ - “.‘J( R”), is invertible. We define the operator T= 
(Z+R,(I+)u)-‘-I; then T= -(Z+T)R,(A+)u. By Theorem 1, 
R,(I + )u is compact; thus T is also compact. Again by Theorem 1, 
R(1+ ) = (Z+ R,(A + )u)-’ R&I + ). Thus uR(A + ) = u(Z+ T) R,(iZ + ) = 
uR,(A + ) +uTR,(A+ ), which proves that uR(IZ+ ) is compact. Suppose 
that I- uR(I + ) is not invertible. The Riesz-Schauder theory implies the 
existence of a nontrivial solution of the equation f = uR(A + )f: If 
U= R(I+ )f, then by (2.14), u=R(A+)f =R,(A+)(f-uR(A+)f)=O. 
But f = (d + q + u - J)u = 0, and this contradiction proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 2. F maps L,(R”)ac unitarily “onto” L2(R1 x s”- ‘). 
Proof: Since the isometry of F was established in Lemma 6, it remains 
to prove that F maps L,(R”)ac “onto” L,(R’ x s”- ‘). Otherwise, there 
exists a function 
#(A, 0) = 11 p--n)‘* f 2 f&(A) Ymj(0) f 0 
j=Om=l 
in L,(R’ x S-l) such that, for every f L,(R”)ac, 
(44 ~1, F(f) > = 0. (2.23) 
Since 4(J, cc)) & 0, there exist an index m,j, and a compact interval [a, b] 
such that [a, b] n e(H) = @ and 
I ab I4rn~j~C~) I d2 >O* (2.24) 
For I E [a, b] we define 
It follows from (2.24) that the set of 1 E [a, b] such that 4;(n) >O has 
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positive measure. Since 1 b;(J) ( < a almost everywhere, there exists 
l,, E (a, b) and positive numbers A and B such that 
as 6 + + 0. Let g(X) be a function with compact support such that g,, = 
(g(X)),j =0 for mjfm, j, and 
s 
cc 
gm,, yl(s, 20) ds f 0. 
0 
By Lemma 7, there exists f E L, 1 += R” ( ) such that f- uR(A,+ f = g and it 
follows from the definition of fmj(n) that fmj(Ao) =0 for mj#m, j,, 
fmtiO(no) #0. We may assume that &Jn,) = 1. According to Lemma 4, 
f’,,(n) is continuous for 2 E (a, b). Thus the function 
= 0, d $ (no, 10 + @, 
is defined as 6 + + 0. The definition offmj and formula (2.4) of [6] yield 
I 3mjtA) I = Ji\ (Y2tx) + PYl(x))4”4 Iom (f- ORtl + )f)rnjYI dsl 
= lim (Ye + PY~(x)) CAP4 juu (f--WA + )f)mjY1 ds 
x-cc 0 
1 
=2 
I j 
om (f-uR(A+ )f)mj71 dsi, 
where pi = y,/l ChI. Now, using formula (2.9) of [6], we see that, 
uniformly on 1 E [a, b] (11 II 1 +a denotes the norm in L: + *( R + )), 
I3~~(‘)I=0(‘)II(f-~R(~+)f),jII,+., ~+cQ. (2.26) 
It follows from (2.25) that 
Now choose 6 > 0 so small that (2.25) holds and I 3m,,,(n) I > f for 
lo < A < 1, + 6. If k + co, it follows from (2.26) that 
LEV SHWARTZMAN 
< iO<;;yO+b {lb--MA+ )fll1+a > 
LAW 
k-,m. (2.28) 
If k is fixed, then since hm,,, fmj(A) = 0 as mj# m, jO, it follows from 
(2.25) that 
<2 
(J 
;+‘c ,#;j(l), d/l 1’2 
) (I 
z+’ C I&j(‘) I dA-)‘i2 
J;+6z ~&(n)l a)‘-*=O(l)b, 6-t +o. (2.29) 
From (2.27), (2.28), and (2.29), together with Lemma 6, we now obtain 
I (4, F(xdWf)) I = I (4, xs@) Ff > I 
Since this contradicts (2.25), the theorem is proved. 
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